Seasonal featurcs that are not related in n simple way to solar clcc1in:ation occur in the daily variation of the horizontal intensity of the carth's magnetic field :at Tucson, as a t I-Ionolulu studied previously. They arc studied hcre in quiet-day data nveraged over 11 years. The nature of thesc fcnturcs suggests that they may arise from the seasonal vnriation of thc Large-scale air circulation in the lowcr ionosphcrc, and that they n~y offer the possibility of utilizing rcgulnr gcomngnetic obscrvations in meteorological rcscnrch.
INTRODUCTION
There are seasontd features in the daily vmiation of the earth's magnetic field that are not related in a simple way to solar declination. The author believes that features of this kind m:Ly mise from large-scale air circulation (large-scale prevailing winds) in the lower ionosphere. Such circulation should modify, from day to day and from month to month, the solar-produced dailyperiodic ionospheric winds which, it is generally ttccepted, lead to the daily variation of the earth's magnetic field. The magnetic variation is cttused by the relatively small superposed magnetic fields of electric currents which these winds generate in the lower ionosphere by dynamo action as they move the electrically conducting air across the main magnetic field.
CerttLin such seasonal features in the daily vmiation of the field a t Honolulu httve recently been discussed b y the mthor [Ill. The present paper concerns features of this kind that occur in the daily variation of the field a t Tucson, Ariz. Rooney [4] earlier called attention to diurnal vttritition anomalies a t Tucson. 1 The author would like to repeat the nrst footnote of the previous papcr: Cotleeruing the gencral subject of regular motions of air in the ionosphere and their geomagnetic is also called to articles by van Salhen (71 and by Vestine [SI.
relationships tho reader is referred to an article by Chapman [l]. The reader's attentiou Introductory to the materid that follows the author would like to describe qualitatively, as they appear to him, some implications of the dynamo theory of the daily variation of the earth's magnetic field from the point of view of possible effects of atmospheric circulation.
The daily variation of the field depends essentially 011 t'hree fttctors, the movement of the air, the electrical conductivity of the air, and the magnetic field of the earth t'hat is cut by the moving air. The conductivity of the air depends primarily on the time of day, since the intensity of photoionizing solar radiation in the lower ionosphere, which is the main source of the conductivity, depends on solar altitude nnd is greatest near 1nidda.y. A cap of relatively dense ionizhon in the lower ionosphere centered approximately under the sun moves each day from emt to west around the earth with the sun, enhancing the daytime (relative to the nighttime) effects of the winds that produce the daily vnriation of the field. At the sttme time a cap of heating in the upper atmosphere due to the solar radiation absorbed there moves in the same way around the earth under the sun contributing to the daily-periodic winds of the lower ionosphere and to the winds of the atmosphere in general.
The parallel of latitude around which the center of this enhanced ionization and this heating moves each day changes of course with time of year, as it does for the sun itself.
I n view of this semonnl change of latitude of the enhmced ionization and the hea,ting under the sun, the portion of the earth's magnetic field covered by the part of the atmosphere most active in the dynamo process a t any particular time of day changes with the time of year. And since the e:Lrth's field is oblique to the axis of rotation and also has marked regional irregularities, the field effectively used in dynamo action relative to a particuhr location may differ appreciably a t different times of the year and may thus modify the average amplitude and form of the daily varitition of the field from month to month. But for times of the same solar declination on opposite sides of the year, ns roughly the months of April and August, for example, the field utilized in dynamo action, if the daily-periodic winds or other seasonally changeable factors are not different, should be approximately the ~a , m e .~ Any major differences found :it two such times in the daily variation of the field would seem probably to be caused by differences at the two times in the winds in the lower ionosphere that produce the daily variation.
It is t,his criterion thnt is used here (as it was in the previous article on the daily variation of the earth's field a t Honolulu [Ill) to point out features in the daily variation of the field a t Tucson that may arise from seasonal characteristics of the large-scale air circulation.
Jf the large-scale air circulation does lead to such feretures in t,he daily variation of the field, it may be that, through t,he movement of the daytime cap of enhanced conductivity and heating (most intense under the sun) around the earth, the sun may act to disclose the presence of a feature in the large-scale wind pattern by augmenting the contribution of such IL feature to the daily magnetic variation at the time that it (the sun) is passing over the longitude range of this feature of the winds. Since the convention in most maps, including those for the Southern Hemisphere, is such that north is above and the from-east-to-west direction is from right t o left, it seems to the author important in the present work that the time scale used in portraying (as in the following figures) the daily variation of the earth's field be made to run from right to left, rather than from left to right as is customary. It might be, for example, that a feature of the air.. circulation would produce an effect in the daily geomagnetic variation when the sun is passing over the 2 The possibility that the electric currents which arc induced in the earth by those flowing in the ionosphere, or some other geophysical factor such as water currents in the effects in the daily variation of the field being considered here seems unlikely. The oceans, might be playing a major role in producing the kind of anomalous seasonal changes that often occur from one day to the next in the daily variation apparently involving these seasonal effects (see, for example, fig. 4 ) appear to rcquirc a cause that can change rapidly, over times of the order of a day, and yet that cau possess persistent seasonal characteristics. These require~nents would seem to be met b y large-scale atmospheric circulation. It is recognized, however, that even a cause that could not chaugc from day to day in some other way, as for example 1)y superposed magnetic disturbance, appreciably from one day to the next might produce a seasonal effect which, modified might lead to effects similar to those being considered here.
Decltuse of the equation of time, relatively snlall differences i n the phase of the daily variation should be present from month to month throughout the year, but it is not differences discussed below.
I)elieved that these are large enough to coutribute importantly to the few large seasonal fig. 4 ).
In the &st three figures the time scales T o illustrate the helpfulness that is felt t o lie in such a representation, the rather well known summer maximum near midday in the horizontal intensity a t Tucson is seen, for example in June of figure I , to occur mainly when the sun is passing over the longitude range of roughly 150"+90" W. The author earlier pointed out [lo] thrtt this l'ettture in tLver:Lge d:Lta also appears to occur w t Honolulu and a t Cheltenll:tnl, Md., ztt the stune universal tilne.
PRESENTATION OF DATA
In figure 1 are shown, for the five iuteruational quiet. dtlys ol each month, the 12 monthly averages of the daily variation of the horizontal intensity tLt Tucson for the 11 years 1948-58. These years follow the sunspot ~n a x i~n u n~ l'hcse were corrected a.pproxin1ntely l'or non-cyclic chnnge and the values plotted in figure 1 .
The figure is so :trr:tnged that the results Tor ~n o n t h s having roughly the smile :tverage soltLr dec1in:ltion are horizonttllly :tdjecent to one tmother. 'l7his was done in the previous art,icle [ I l l , and the approximations involved were discussed there. It can be seen that, AS in thc results for Honolulu [Ill, there nrc differences ol' range and of form in the d d y v:triation that do not I'ollow solttr dec1in:stion in a simple way. The 1-esults lor these years llltty be compared with those l'or earlier years given by Vestine, Lttporte, :I;tmge, and Scott [9] .
A major difference is apparellt between i\l:~rch m d September, though s o h declination is t~pprosi~nately the REVIEW Vol. 93, No. 3 same a t these times. The range of the daily wriation in hiIarch [4] in the 1 1.-yr. averages of figure 1 is conspicuously s~nall but large in September. Again, the form of the June daily variation occurs in considerable measure in July and in A.ugust, but is less apparent in May and April. The chmge in the rnnge froin January to R/Iarch [4] recalls :I change (though of opposite sign) that appears to occur at about this time of year a t Honolulu. The average €or111 of the daily varintion of the horizontal intensity is different a t Tucson than at Honolulu [3, 91, but there seems in general to be a similarity in the times of a11o111iL-lous seasonal behavior indimted in the two sets of results.
To inquire in how far the monthly avertlges of figure 1 are representative of the 11 years, the data were divided into two sets of five and six years, though this is working with rattler small amounts of dnta.. The division chosen was the five years prior to and including sunspot minimum 1950-54, a,nd the remaining six years 194S, 1949, 1955-58, as was done in [11] . The results, arranged in the same form ns those in figure 1 , are shown in figures 2 and 3, respectively. They have been corrected approxim:~tely for non-cyclic change.
The results for the two sets of years are in general similar, giving support to the reality of the seasonal ch;uacteristics pointed out in figure  1 . Incidentally, several of the months show a greater range in the average of the six years ( fig. 3 ) than in the average o f the five ( fig. 2 ), in accord with the geuerd tendency for the range of the clnily varitition to be gretbter in ye:m of gretlter sunspot number. The average yearly sunspot number for the six years was 138, while that for the five years was 4 1.
In summ:wy, the dnily vari:Ltion of the horizontal intensity of the earth's field a t Tucson, as a t Honolulu, shows seasond feibtures thtat are not related in :t simple wz~y to sol;^ declination. Something more than the sew.mally changing intensity of photoionizing solar radiation is apparently involved, and some seasonnlly chtmging property of the lower ionosphere itself, probably the large-scale winds there, seems to be the most likely cause.
The results presented above htLve had to do with the averages of many days. In view of the changes that occur from day to day in the d d y vuriation of the field it is of interest to study the character of the daily variation for individual days in order to determine the manner in whicll a particular feature, such as one of those discussed in connection with figure I., appears in the monthly average of m m y days. The sunm~er maximum near midday in the horizontd intensity at Tucson, evident in figure 1 , a.ffords an interesting esample.
In figure 4 Ariz., and Honolulu, Hawaii. These days among ot,hers were felt to be illustrative of this feature. (The 16th and 24th a,re two of the five quiet days (Greenwich dnys) of this month.) The dnta extend in erLch cme over the 24 hours of the respective Observatory's d:~y, but they are plotted on universd time progressing from right to left, n,nd with the longitude of noon shown above the time scale.
The small arrows indicnte noon approsimately at each observatory. Again, here, the map of the Northern Hemisphere on Mercn,tor's projection with North America approximately in the middle ma37 helpfully be imagined as an underprint in etwh daily dingrt~m.* The maximun~ near midday at Tucson is evident, but there is also a maximum a t Cheltenhnm, and a tendency at least toward one at Honolulu, at about the same time, that is, the same universal time It is of interest to consider ways in which conditions in the lower ionosphere might lead, at the sa,n~e, or a t nearly the same, time a t all three Observntories, to a change of overhead electric current a.nd thereby to the presence of such R salient, here a maximrm, it1 the daily variution of the field. A change of overhead current might be caused by a corresponding change of the conductivity of the air, or of the electromotive force driving the current, or of both. The first might be occasioned by a large-scde change (associated with the large-scale circulation) of the air density in the ionosphere throng11 its effect on the photoionization eqrlilibria there. The second might arise from a change of the winds in the ionosphere and thereby of the dynamo action.
It seems 11nlikely that such a density fluctuation would occur over the relatively short interval of a few hours at nearly the same time on many days over so large an area as to include all three of these Observatories. More likely would seen1 a change of the electromotive force driving the ionospheric electric clwrent in a circuit that includes these three Obserwtories, and it would appear that such might be occasionecl by large-scale winds.
However, the reli~tive narrowness of the maximum €re-quently exhibited on individual clays would seem to preclude an explanation based simply on a daytime enhancement of the dynamo eBect of a f;lvornble, and temporarily stable, pattern of the winds. Rather, there might be in the large-scale circulation of
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
the atmosphere in the majority of the days of summer, a pattern of air flow over the North American portion of the hemisphere that responds to the sun's daily heating by a large but trcmsitory fluctuation of the winds in the lower ionosphere as the sun passes over the interval of longitude of this pattern, the fluctuation being of sufficiently large scale and of sufficient intensity that its contribution to the total electromotive force is dominant in the daily varitrtion over this time interval. Occurring a t a time when the subsolnr point is traversing the longitude range approximately 150"+90" W., there would seem to be the suggestion that the North American mountain range might be involved in the existence a t this time of year of II large-scale pattern of air ckculc~tion that would exhibit this fluctuation. 6 As, for example, to heating in the ozone region.
The discussion and conclusions of the previous paper [I I] are applicable here. There appears to be considerable evidence suggesting that the large-scale prevailing winds in the lower ionosphere may be playing an important part in the production of the daily variation of the earth's magnetic field, and that with sufficient study the daily nlngnetic records might contribute information concerning changes in the large-scale circulation in the lower ionosphere. It seems possible to follow in t~ fairly satisfactory rnnnner often from day to day several rather clearly delineated seasonal changes in the character of the daily geornagnetic variation that may arise from changes in the large-scale circuhtion in the lower ionosphere. In sufficiently large- 
